
Meteorfall: Journey

**About Meteorfall Journey**

Meteorfall: Journey is a card game for smartphones and tablets, in which players must compete

against numerous monsters with a strong card deck.

In Meteorfall: Journey is all about your strong card deck. With this deck of cards, you will face

many monsters. At the beginning of each game, you can choose which of the four characters you

want to fight with. Each character has, of course, other abilities and attacks that he can use during

the fight. Then you can choose where you want to fight. When the fight starts, so-called attack

cards are available next to your character. If you manage to defeat a monster, you will win coins

that you can use to buy new cards for your deck or upgrades **Meteorfall: Journey - Features:**

- Choose a character: At the beginning of each game you have to select one of the four characters.

Since each character has unique abilities and attacks, choosing the right character is very

important for the following game. You can choose between the magician Greybeard, the knight

Bruno, the thief Mischief and the Princess Rose. After selecting one of the characters, you can go

to battle. However, before you attack monsters, you must first select the combat location. Here are

three different places available.

- Fight monsters: During the game, where you play with a strong deck of character cards and

attack cards, you fight against a variety of strong monsters. You can attack the monsters with

either normal attacks such as sword strokes or more specific attacks such as poisoning or

meditation. No matter what you do, the important thing is to have a good strategy, use your deck

well, and be able to respond to any unexpected attack of your enemy.

- Defeat monsters and win: If you manage to defeat monsters with your deck of cards, you win

coins. With these coins, you can, for example, buy new cards for your deck or upgrades for your

cards. The expansion and improvement of your deck is very important for your success.

Conclusion: Meteorfall: Journey is an entertaining and exciting card game, in which you are always

faced with new challenges. You can expect spectacular fights, strong opponents and a constantly

growing card deck


